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MOTION SOFTWARE FOR A SYNERGISTIC
¢
SIX-DEGREE -OF- FREEDOM
MOTION BASE
By Russell V. Parrish, James E. Dieudonne,
and Dennis J. Martin, Jr.*
Langley Research Center
SUMMARY
Computer software for the conversion of fixed-base simulations into moving-base
simulations utilizing a synergistic six-degree-of-freedom motion simulator has been
developed. This software includes an actuator extension transformation, inverse actuator
extension transformation, a centroid transformation, and a washout circuit. Particular
emphasis is placed upon the washout circuitry as adapted to fit the synergistic motion
simulator. The description of the washout circuitry and illustration by means of a sample
flight emphasize that translational cue representation may be of good fidelity, but care in
the selection of parameters is very necessary, particularly in regard to anomalous rota-
tional cues.
INTRODUCTION
The addition of the six-degree-of-freedom motion base to the simulation facilities
of Langley Research Center is expected to enhance the quality of CTOL, STOL, and VTOL
aircraft simulations. This particular base is synergistic in nature; the base does not
have independent drive systems for each degree of freedom, but achieves motion in all
degrees of freedom by a combination of actuator extensions. (See ref. 1.) The base will
be integrated with normal fixed-base simulations into the real-time simulation facilities.
(See ref. 2.) This paper will describe the general problem of converting existing fixed-
base simulations into moving-base simulations and will place emphasis on the additional
software required for the conversion to the particular base. The paper will introduce the
necessary computer software including the actuator extension and inverse transformation
described in reference 1, the centroid transformation, and the washout scheme, namely,
the Langley adapted version of Schmidt and Conrad's coordinated washout circuitry
(refs. 3 and 4).
Next, the motion limitations and restrictions of the Langley six-degree-of-freedom
base will be presented, since these limitations are a major factor in the task suitability of
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the particular base as well as in the selection of the parameters of the washoutcircuitry.
The emphasiswill beplacedon the effects of the properties of the base on the software,
including the selection of the,neutral point and the prediction of the position constraints,
dependentuponthe current orientation (translational androtational positions).
The remainder of the paper is devotedto the washoutscheme,which, aside from
the physical characteristics of the hardware, is the major factor affecting the quality of
a motion simulation. Becauseof the complexity of SchmidtandConrad's coordinated
washoutcircuitry, a thoroughexplanationis necessary. The explanationproceeds from
the general conceptof the circuitry to the specific aspectsof eachcomponentof the cir-
cuitry andconcludeswith a sample flight. The sample flight is included to depict the
overall function of the circuitry andto illustrate the compromises necessaryto keepthe
simulation within the base motion constraints while attempting to preserve the fidelity of
the motion cues to the pilot.
SYMBOLS
Measurements and calculations were made in U.S. Customary Units. They are
presented herein in the International System of Units (SI) with the equivalent values given
parenthetically in the U.S. Customary Units.
A1,A2,A 3 acceleration lead parameters for translational channel lag compensation, sec 2
al,a2,a 3 damping parameters for second-order translational washout filters, rad/sec
B1,B2,B 3 velocity lead parameters for translational channel lag compensation, sec
bl,b2,b 3 frequency parameters for second-order translational washout filters, rad/sec 2
C1,C2,C 3
5i
translational acceleration braking parameters, per sec
vector from moving coordinate system to upper attachment point of actuator
m (ft)
i,
di,j
Ej,Ek
jth element of vector D i
intermediate terms in predicted limit calculation, m2 (ft 2)
vector from fixed floor coordinate system to lower point of attachment of
actuator i
fc,x'fc,y body-axis longitudinal and lateral accelerations at centroid location after low-
pass filtering, m/sec2 (ft/sec2)
fC,Z
body-axis vertical acceleration (referenced about lg) at centroid location
after high-pass filtering, m/sec2 (ft/sec2)
fi,x'fi,y'fi,z inertial axis translational acceleration commands prior to translational
washout, m/sec 2 (ft/sec 2)
inertial axis specific force error signals, m/sec 2 (ft/sec 2)
, , f'
fi,x'fi,y ' i,z components in inertial axis of filtered body-axis vertical acceleration at
centroid location, m/sec 2 (ft/sec2)
fVT
i,z
artificial yaw error signal, m/sec2 (ft/sec 2)
fs,x'fs,y body-axis longitudinal and lateral accelerations at centroid location, m/sec2
(ft/sec 2)
fs,z
body-axis vertical acceleration (referenced about lg) at centroid location,
m/sec 2 (ft/sec2)
fx'fy'fz aircraft body axis translational accelerations, m/sec2 (ft/sec 2)
fx,c,fy,c,fz,c body-axis translational accelerations at centroid location, m/sec 2
(ft/sec 2)
Gj,Gk
g
intermediate terms in predicted limit calculation, m
gravitational constant, m/sec 2 (ft/sec2)
(ft)
h integration step size in time, sec
io,Jo,k O
kp,kq,k r scaling parameters for angular rates
kp,T,l,kq,T,l,kr,1 parameters of signal-shaping network, per m
components of unit vectors defined in fixed-coordinate system
(per ft)
kp,T,2'kq,T,2'kr,2
kp,T,3 'kq, T,3 ,kr,3
kz , l ,kz ,2
k0,1,k0,2
ko,l,ko,2
parameters of signal-shaping network, sec
parameters of signal-shaping network, per sec
gain parameters of vertical channel high-pass filter
gain parameters of longitudinal channel low-pass filter
gain parameters of lateral channel low-pass filter
kd/ ,l ,k o ,l ,k o ,l
J_(A,B) operator equal to I sgn
(A,B)
p,q,r
p',q',r'
p ,q ,r
Pa,qa,ra
Rx ,Ry, R z
K
1
lead parameters for rotational channel lag compensation, sec
when ]AI> B
whenIAl B
vector in fixed coordinate system from lower point of attachment to upper
point of attachment of actuator i
magnitude of vector _i
body-axis angular velocity commands, rad/sec
body-axis angular tilt velocity, rad/sec
scaled body-axis aircraft angular velocities, rad/sec
body-axis aircraft angular velocities, rad/sec
vector from origin of fixed floor coordinate system to origin of moving
coordinate system, m (ft)
centroid location with respect to center of gravity, m (ft)
vector of the fixed floor coordinate system to attachment point i in the
moving coordinate system
Laplace operator
TTij
t
V_
x,y,z
x,y,z
 b'/ b'gb
Euler angle transformation matrix for rotations about moving coordinate
system
ith element in jth row of matrix T
time, sec
velocity limit,m/sec (ft/sec)
commanded inertialtranslationalposition of motion simulator, m (ft)
commanded translationalpositions after compensation, m (ft)
intermediate inertialaxis translationalacceleration commands, m/sec 2
(ft/sec2)
xd,Yd,Zd
XLF,YLF,ZLF scale factors on position limits
xl,Yl,Zl
Xp,yp,Zp
Xp,c,Yp,c,Zp,c
Zneut
0j ,_bj
8j+l,_j+l
_z,1
T
inertial-axis translational position commands, m (ft)
inertial-axispositionlimits for translationalchannels, m (ft)
coordinates of pilot's station with respect to center of gravity in body-axis
system, m (ft)
coordinates of centroid location with respect to pilot's station in the
body-axis system, m (ft)
actuator extension for selected neutral point, m (ft)
values of trim tilt angles after j iterations, deg
values of trim tilt angles after j + 1 iterations, deg
damping parameter for vertical channel high-pass filter
damping parameters of low-pass filters
parameter for trim option, m/sec (ft/sec)
5
_,e,_
_T,ST,_bT
_n,z,1
Wn,O'Wn,4_
commanded inertial angular position of motion simulator, rad
commanded angular positions after compensation, rad
commanded inertial tilt rates, rad/sec
frequency parameter of vertical channel high-pass filter, rad/sec
frequency parameters of low-pass filters, rad/sec
A dot over a variable indicates the time derivative of that variable•
denotes a transpose.
GENERAL PROBLEM
Superscript T
The conversion of a piloted aircraft simulation under fixed-base conditions to motion
simulation requires the addition of several subroutines as depicted in figure 1. The first
subroutine, the centroid transformation, converts translational accelerations (rotational
rates need no transformation) occurring at the center of gravity of the simulated aircraft
into translational accelerations which when applied at the centroid of the simulator, would
produce the actual accelerations of the pilot's seat of the aircraft at the pilot's seat in the
simulator. However, all motion simulators have limits on the amount of movement they
allow in each degree of freedom. These limits, along with the number of degrees of free-
dom of allowable motion, vary with the design of motion simulators, but in all cases
motion constraints exist. The design of a system or scheme which will transmit motion
cues to a pilot while keeping the movement of the simulator within its constraints is the
major task faced by the simulation analyst. After the cue has been transmitted, another
function of this system, known as "washout," is to return the simulator to its neutral posi-
tion without the pilot being aware of the movement. This tendency to keep the simulator
near its neutral position maximizes the movement allowable for subsequent cues.
The output of the washout block shown in figure 1 is the position (:_,_,5) and angular
l__ _ __ _,
orientation (_,0,_)of the centroid of the simulator. However, the design of the drive sys-
tem of the Langley simulator requires a set of actuator extensions as inputs instead of
:_, y, z, _, _, and _. Therefore, the output of the washout scheme must be trans-
formed into the proper format of actuator extensions before signals are sent to the sim-
ulator hardware.
The iterative scheme for calculating the inverse actuator transformation shown in
the remaining starred block of figure 1 is used to monitor base position response. The
addition of the centroid transformation, washout scheme, actuator extension transforma-
tion, and the inverse actuator transformation software to the standardfixed-base simula-
tion shouldbe sufficient in most cases for conversion from fixed to motion simulation.
SIX-DEGREE-OF-FREEDOMRESTRICTIONS
Onebasic problem in developinganadequatewashoutcircuit for the subject six-
degree-of-freedom motion base (see fig. 2) exists in handlingmotion constraints. The
motion baseis designedto give the pilot realistic motion in all six degreesof freedom
but is subject to rigid performance limits. In eachdegreeof freedom the motion base
cannotexceedphysical limits on position, velocity, and/or acceleration. These limits
are given in table I from the manufacturer's specifications for a motion base "neutral
point" of 0.61595m (24.25in.). The neutral point is the extension length of the six
motion base actuators whenthe base is resting at its zero (x = y = z = g/= # = @ = 0) posi-
tion. The position limits presented in table I are for motion in a single degree of free-
dom. However, because the actuators of the base may be extended only 1.524 m (60 in.),
a displacement in one degree of freedom changes the maximum positions that may be
obtained individually in each of the other five degrees of freedom. Table II shows how
motion in one degree of freedom changes the maximum plus and minus positions that may
be achieved individually in each of the other five degrees of freedom (based on empirical
results). Because of the infinite number of possible combinations of displacements, a
motion envelope for the subject base cannot be described. No position limit data are pre-
sented for cases beyond the interaction of two degrees of freedom.
The neutral point that is chosen can also affect the position limits. Each degree of
freedom has a neutral point which will allow the maximum symmetric motion in that
degree of freedom. These neutral points are given in table III.
A particular motion task may often require more motion in y and @, or in z
and E), than in the other degrees of freedom. Such a task may require a neutral point
which can provide for the maximum motion for the two degrees of freedom. In a straight-
and-level flight the pilot feels a horizontal (x) force due to the pitch of the aircraft. For
the transport used in the sample flight presented later, this force amounted to approxi-
mately 0.15g. A 8.5 ° tilt in pitch was necessary to achieve this sustained cue. Many
motion tasks will need similar pitch angles. Table IV lists the preferred neutral points
for heave motion with 6 °, 8°, 10°, and 12 ° pitch angles.
As mentioned previously, the position limits of each degree of freedom change as
the orientation of the base varies. Since the translational position limits play an impor-
tant role in the operation of the washout, a method was developed, based on the inverse
actuator transformation, to predict these limits based on the current orientation of the
base. Essentially, the method predicts the limits of the translational channels through
conversion of the remamh,g trnvel of the currently longest and shortest actuators. (See
appendixA.)
GENERALCONCEPTOF THE WASHOUTCIRCUITRY
The function of the washoutcircuitry is to represent the translational accelerations
andthe rotational rates of the simulated aircraft. Motivation for the representation of
rotational rates rather than rotation accelerations may be foundin reference 3 (p. 6).
Althougha detailed explanationof the washoutcircuitry is presentedin the next section,
somediscussion of the merits of coordination of translational and rotational motion is
necessary. Sustainedtranslational cues canonly be representedon a motion simulator
by tilting the pilot andutilizing the gravity vector to present the cue. However, the tilt
anglenmst be obtainedwithout pilot knowledge;that is, the rotation necessary to obtain
the tilt angleshouldbe madeat a level below the pilot's sensethreshold. Thus, the initial
part of the cue, the onset, canonly be represented by translational motion until the tilt
angle is obtained. Thus, the coordinationof translation and rotation is necessary.
In the caseof a desired rotational cue, presentation of the onset cueby meansof
rotation alone results in a false translational cuebecauseof temporary misalinement of
the gravity vector. Thus, translational motion is required to offset the false cue induced
by rotational motion. The conceptof SchmidtandConrad's coordinatedwashoutis more
easily illustrated with the block diagram presentedin figure 3. As shownin the diagram,
the translational forces at the center of gravity of the sinmlated aircraft are transformed
to the centroid of the motion base,with regard to providing the desired motions at the
pilot's station, prior to entranceof the washoutcircuitry. The motion of the baseis then
determined basedon the desired motions of the centroid in the following manner:
The vertical acceleration gd is obtained,after preliminary filtering, by use of a
second-order classical washoutfilter operating on the inertial vertical specific force.
The horizontal and lateral cuesare obtainedby separation of the low-frequency
specific forces into steady-state andtransient parts. The steady-state part of the cue is
obtainedby a tilt angle (0 representing sustained _, and (5 representing sustained f)
to aline the gravity vector. Thetransient part of the cue is obtained,through translational
washout,in the form of second-order classical washout filters which are usedto form the
horizontal acceleration _d andthe lateral acceleration Yd"
The application of braking accelerations, after the translational washout,is used to
constrain further the translational motion in terms of acceleration, velocity, and position.
The braking procedure is basedon the position limits of the motion basewhich, in the case
of the subject base, vary dependingon the current orientation of the base andare provided
by the predicted position limits.
No direct washout of the rotational degrees of freedom is provided. However,
indirect washout is obtained through elimination of the false gravitational g cues that
would be induced by a rotational movement. The onset and washout of the rotational
movement is obtained with no false translational cues. As in the case of representation
of a longitudinal or lateral cue by both tilt and translation, a rotational cue in d or _
is represented by angular and translational motion. In this case, however, translational
motion is used to eliminate the false g cue induced by the rotational movement. The
translational movement makes no contribution to the rotational cue.
Indirect washout of the yaw angle $ is accomplished by use of an artificial g
cue in the manner of ¢) and # degrees of freedom except that no translational move-
merit is involved. After the desired position commands (xd,Yd,Zd,_,6,o) are obtained
from the washout circuitry, compensation for base servo lag as determined from the
response characteristics of the six-degree-of-freedom base (ref. 5) may be provided.
The actuator extension transformation is then used to derive the proper actuator lengths
that drive the motion base.
In summary, the concept of the coordinated washout circuitry is to represent longi-
tudinal and lateral translational cues as completely as possible by utilizing both transla-
tional and rotational motions and to obtain rotational washout in a manner that preserves
the fidelity of these translational cues.
MOTION SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION
In describing the motion software available for converting a fixed-base simulation
to a moving-base simulation, major emphasis is placed on the centroid transformation
and the washout circuitry rather than on the actuator extension transformation and the
inverse actuator extension transformation. The emphasized parts of the software are
illustrated in general form in figure 3 and in detailed form in figure 4. Frequent refer-
ence to figure 4 will be necessary inasmuch as the description of the software consists of
a block-by-block discussion.
Centroid Transformation
The purpose of the centroid transformation is to provide the washout circuitry with
the unconstrained motions of the base that would be necessary to produce all the cues to
which a pilot would be subjected at the pilot's station. Thus, it is necessary to locate
hypothetically the centroid of the motion base in the simulated aircraft with respect to the
pilot's station, and then transform the motions, available at the center of gravity of the
simulated aircraft, to this hypothetical location. The location with respect to the center
of gravity is defined as
Rx = Xp + Xp, c
Ry =yp+yp,c
R z = Zp + Zp, c
where Xp, yp, and Zp locate the pilot's station with respect to the center of gravity
and Xp,c, Yp,c, and Zp, c locate the centroid with respect to the pilot's station. Once
the centroid location is determined, the translational forces are transformed to the cen-
troid by
fx,c =fx- a +r R x+ ap a
fy,c=fy+(Paqa+i'alRx-(p2+r2/Ry
fz,c = fz + ara - ct + qara
+ (raPa + (ta)Rz
+ (raqa - Pa/Rz
No transformation of the angular rates ts necessary.
Washout Circuitry
After transforming the desired motions to the base centroid, it is necessary to con-
strain these motions to be within the physical capabilities of the motion base and still
maintain the fidelity of the motion cues provided to the pilot. This is the purpose of the
washout circuitry, which will now be described block by block in accordance with figure 4.
The detailed equations are presented in appendix B.
The normal acceleration in the body-axis system is first divided into two parts; the
normal-force variations from lg, fs,z, and a constant lg normal force. High-pass fil-
tering of fs,z then removes the low-frequency components likely to exceed the motion
base position limits. No tilt angle is available to represent this part of the normal-force
variation, and thus it cannot be reproduced. The high-pass filter used for this purpose is
the second-order classical filter
fc,z = z,2 'k z lfs,z - 2_z,lCVn,z,1 fc z dt - COn,z, 1 fc,z dt d
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After filtering the normal-force variations from lg, the resulting signal fc,z is trans-
formed to inertial coordinates before further operation.
The longitudinal and lateral forces, in the body-axis system, are filtered to remove
the higher frequency componentsfrom which undesirable angular rate responsesresult.
This procedure is not necessary for the normal force since it is not coordinatedwith a
tilt angle. The low-pass filters usedfor this purposeare the second-order classical
filters
_', = ko,lCO2n _ 2gOCOn,Oic,x _ 2 f,c,x ,ofs,x n,O e,x
f'_,y = k_b,lW2n,_bfs,y - 2(SWn,Ofc,x - C°2n,_bf_,y
The resulting signals, f* and f* along with the constant lg normal force, are then
c,x c,y'
transformed to inertial coordinates to form the specific force error signals. These error
signals are used to coordinate the tilt angles (representing sustained forces) and the trans-
lational movement (representing transient ferces).
The translational part of the longitudinal and lateral specific forces are obtained
prior to translational washout by the summing of the specific force error signals with the
normal-force components in the inertial system. This summation results in the totally
transformed longitudinal and lateral specific forces, fi,x and fi,y, respectively, in the
inertial-axis system. It should be noted that the body-axis system contributions of f*
C,X
and f_,y to the inertial-axis system fi,z have been neglected because of the low-
frequency content of these contributions. Also, these contributions are small as long as
0 and _ are small.
The tilt angle part of the longitudinal and lateral specific forces are also obtained,
along with the inertial washout of the rotational channels, through the use of the specific
force error signals. The error signals are used to feed back base attitude information to
the signal shaping network. This network is multipurpose in that it is used: (1) to pro-
duce the angular rates necessary to achieve the tilt angles; (2) to constrain the position
drives x and y by apportioning the sustained and transient forces between rotational
and translational degrees of freedom; (3) to eliminate the false specific force cues induced
by rotational movement with the translation commanded by f.* and f*,y; and (4) to pro-1,X
vide the washout of the rotational channels by use of the feedback error signals f.* and
1,X
f.* generated by the false specific force cues induced by rotation. Naturally, compro-
1,y
mises are necessary in the selection of the parameters of this network in order to serve
all of these purposes. Parameters selected to constrain the x and y position drives
usually will produce large angular rates for tilts; thus, large anomalous rotational cues
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are induced and may provide insufficient washout properties for rotational channels.
Conversely, parameters selected and based on rotational properties usually will not con-
strain the x and y position drives sufficiently.
The resulting signals formed by the signal shaping network, OT," 0T' and
must be transformed from the inertial system to the body-axis system, and then summed
with the scaled angular rates of the aircraft. The resultant angular rates are then trans-
formed back to the inertial-axis system to provide the angular drive commands.
An artificial signal, f:' = -g_, is used to provide the washout of the yaw channel.
1,z
In this case, the parameters of the signal shaping network can be chosen wholly on the
basis of the yaw channel washout, inasmuch as no coordination with translational channels
is necessary.
A trim option is available to insure that any initial sustained specific forces in x
and y can be obtained with tilts prior to the initiation of a simulated flight. The option
requires the following initial conditions on the x and y low-pass filters:
fc,x (°) -
ko,lfs,x(O)
f_,y(O) -
k 0 lfs y(O)
2
n, 0
These initial conditions provide specific force error signals that are used to iterate to the
trim tilt angles in the hold mode of the real-time system, by utilizing the following itera-
tive equations:
Oj+ 1 = Oj + f.* h1,X T
Oj+ 1 = Oj + f-* h1,y T
Translational washout of the inertial x, y, and z degrees of freedom is carried
out on the previously generated signals fi,x' fi,y' and fi,z' respectively. Schmidt and
Conrad included this inertial washout because the body-axis washout of the inertial chan-
nel (the z high-pass filter) does not guarantee a bounding of the inertial position com-
mand. Also, the signal shaping network, although used to constrain the longitudinal and
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lateral degreesof freedom, is not sufficient for washout of the inertial x and y chan-
nels. The translational washout is achieved by use of second-order classical washout fil-
ters of the form
Xd = fi,x - alXd - blXd
5)d = fi,y - a2Yd - b2Yd
Zd = fi,z - a37'd - b3Zd
As pointed out previously, a braking acceleration procedure is included to augment
the washout of the translational degrees of freedom. The procedure consists of limiting
acceleration commands above the capabilities of the base to the acceleration limits, and
also of maintaining the position limits by means of a position-velocity boundary. The
position-velocity boundary based on the acceleration limit, the position limit, and tile cur-
rent position of the base is determined. The braking procedure will be illustrated for the
positive case of the horizontal degree of freedom. The positive velocity limit at the
boundary is defined as
The value of the computed velocity limit is then forced within the base specification veloc-
ity limit of 0.61 m/see (2 ft/sec). Once the velocity limit is determined, braking is
achieved whenever either the position Iimit or the computed velocity limit is exceeded
with the drive commands by recomputing the acceleration command signal as
Xb =xd- C l@d-Xl)
Thus, when the velocity limit is exceeded by the commanded velocity, braking occurs to
reduce the velocity to the velocity limit.
When the base is at the position limit,
x l = x d
k l = 0
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the acceleration command signal is recomputed to be
:_b = _d - C lkd
and braking occurs to null both the acceleration and the velocity.
Since the subject base has variable position limits, some provision must be made to
supply the current translational position limits, determined by the base orientation, to the
braking acceleration procedure. Because of the highly nonlinear nature of the equations
governing the current position limits, only predictions of the position limits are supplied
by the motion software. These predictions are determined from the longest and shortest
actuator extensions present at the time of the prediction. (See appendix A.) These pre-
dictions are considered to be sufficient for the purpose, and have worked well in test
cases.
With the completion of the braking procedure, the constrained translational cues ar(
available to drive the motion base, along with the rotational cues provided by the coupling
of the lateral and longitudinal motions with the scaled angular rates. Provision has been
made for the addition of lead to all the drive channels in the software in order to compen-
sate for the servo lag of the six-degree-of-freedom base (ref. 5).
The motion software package is then complete except for some means of mo_titoring
how well the washout is doing. The following equations are available to transform the
inertial translational cues, along with gravity cues, back into the body axis for compari-
son with fx,c, fy,c, and fz,c:
g)= Xd(COS E?cos _) + Yd(COS 8 sin _) - (Zd - (sin E?)
y = Xd(sin 5 sin 0 cos _ - sin _ cos 0) + Yd(sin © sin E}sin _ + cos O cos _)
+(zd-g)(sin®cos 8)
^
= _d(COS ¢bsin 0 cos _ + sin _bsin _) + _d(COS _ sin _ sin @ - sin 0 cos _)
/'" g)+ _zd - (cos (b cos 6)
NO transformation is necessary for the rotational channels since p, q, and r are
readily available.
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SAMPLE FLIGHT
In order to demonstratethe use of the motion software on the Langley six-degree-
of-freedom motion base,a representative flight was madewith a fixed-base simulation of
a DC-8/707 class transport. The flight consisted of an elevator doublet input followed by
anaileron doublet input andconcludedwith a rudder doublet input. The resulting motions
of the center of gravity were placedon tape andlater used to drive the motion software
and the six-degree-of-freedom motion base. It must be emphasizedthat the parameters
usedin the software (table V) are by no meansvalues that are recommendedfor motion
simulation, but merely values that constrain the motions to remain within the position
limits of the base.
The tapedvariables were fed through the centroid transformation, the washout, and
the actuator extensiontransformation into the six-degree-of-freedom base. The actuator
extensionsof the basewere then fed into the inverse transformation to monitor the base
response. Figure 5 showsa comparison of fx,c, fy,c, and fz,c and Pa' qa, and ra
of the airplane at the hypothetical centroid location with the commandedmotion cues. The
of the time-history comparison is 22points per secondfor the flight data anddensity
16points per secondfor the washoutcommands. A discussion of eachof the six chan-
nels follows:
Becausethe aircraft configuration usedin the sample flight trims in a nose-upatti-
tude of about 8.5° for straight andlevel flight at the selected airspeed, the horizontal
force has a sustainedvalue of about 0.15g. This part of the cue is obtainedby a pitch tilt.
The higher frequencyvariation about this value is obtainedby horizontal translations. As
may be seen,goodfidelity of the horizontal force cue is obtained.
Althoughfair fidelity of the pitch rate cue is obtained,ananomalousrotational cue
used to control the tilt portion of the horizontal force is present at t = 35 sec.
Because of the limited amount of travel available in heave when a pitch angle is
present, good fidelity of the vertical force channel is not achieved. The time-history
comparison of this channel illustrates problems common to classical filters, namely,
phase shift and the magnitude of the washout. In the case of this channel, often the wash-
out is larger than the onset cue.
The fact that rotational fidelity may be sacrificed to improve translational cues is
dramatically illustrated by this comparison of roll rate. Most of the roll rate has been
devoted to controlling the g side force rather than the roll rate of the airplane.
Good fidelity of the lateral force cue is obtained by use of the roll tilt angle and
lateral translation.
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A fair representation of the yaw rate is achievedsince the yaw angle canmakeno
contribution to a translational cue.
Figure 6 showsa comparison of the six commandedpositions of the basewith the
actual baseresponseobtained. It shouldbe notedthat anadditional lag of 1/32 second
has beenintroduced into the comparison becauseof a sampling delay necessary to supply
the inverse actuator extensiontransformation with the actual extensionsof the base
actuators.
A discussion of eachchannelis probably not necessary. However, it is interesting
to note that the return of the translational channelsto the neutral point is very slow; thus,
the available travel for subsequentcues is restricted. Also, the sustainedpitch angleof
8.5° is evident throughout the run, and, at t _-26sec, an acceleration limit of the hard-
ware's pitch channelhas apparently beenexceeded.
CONC LUDING REMARKS
The addition of the computer software described in this report to existing and future
fixed-base simulations should minimize the efforts in the conversion to moving-base sim-
ulations. The general problem of conversion has been discussed as well as the limitations
and restrictions of the existing hardware as these restrictions apply to the problem. The
description and illustration by means of a sample flight of the washout circuitry emphasize
that translational cue representation may be of good fidelity, although care in the selection
of parameters is very necessary, particularly in regard to anomalous rotational cues.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Hampton, Va., September 4, 1973.
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APPENDIX A
METHOD FOR PREDICTING POSITION LIMITS
Reference i gives the equation of each actuator (_i) as a function of the base dimen-
sions and the current base position as
where IT] is the Euler angle transformation matrix for rotations about the moving coor-
dinate system
os _ cos 0in _ cos 0
-sin 0
cos @ sin 0 sin q5 - sin _ cos q5
sin _ sin 0 sin _ + cos _ cos (_
cos 0 sin _)
"1
cos @ sin 0 cos _ + sin _ sin _I
0jsin _ sin 0 cos (b- cos _ sin
cos 0 cos
(A2)
D i is the vector from the moving coordinate system to the upper attachment point of
actuator i, Fi is the vector from the fixed floor coordinate system to the lower point
of attachment of actuator i, and R is the vector from the fixed floor coordinate system
to the origin of the moving coordinate system. (See fig. 7.)
- 7Multiplying _i by its transpose Q generates an equation in terms of the scalar
actuator length fi
_iT_i = ([T]Di + R - 'i_T ([T]Di + R - 'i_ (A3)
Equation (A3) may be expanded and simplified as
_-i[2 = }'iT}-i = _T[T]T[T]_i + _T[T-]T_ _ _iT[T]T_i + _T[T]_ i + _Tfi_ _T_i - _T[T]Si _ _Tfi + _T_i (A4)
2
(A5)
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APPENDIX A - Continued
T21 T31][x 1 [Tll T21
d 2 d 2 [dl, i d2,i d3,i][_ll_ T22 T32/lY/ [dl,i d2,i d3,[]lT12 T22+ 2,i + 3,i +
[T13 T23 T33J[zJ [T13 T23
T@,,,l
z'_l T21 T22
i + [2 +f2 + f2- 1,i f2,i f3, 1,i 2,i 3,i
mf3,d LT3,
T<l',,q
_3JL'3,Q
T12
T22
T32
_JL%d
(A6)
To give a scalar equation for _2 in terms of current base position coordinates
1
(x,y,z,_,0,(b) and base dimension coordinates (di,j,fi,j). Equation (A6) can be expanded
and reordered to yield
=x2+ 2x {dl,iT11 + d2,iT21 + d3,iT31- fl,i} +y2 + 2y{dl,iTl2 + d2,iT22 + d3,iT32
-f2,i} +z2+2z{de,iT13+d2,iT23+d3,iT33-f3,i} +d21,i +d_,i +d2 _f23,i+ f ,i + 2,i
+f2- 2fi {d ,iT31}-2f2,i_l,iT12+d2,iT22+d3,iT32 )3,i ,i 1,iTll + d2,iT21 + d3
-2f3,i(dl,iTl3 + d2,iT23 + d3,iT33 } (AT)
There are rigid upper and lower limits on the available motion in x, y, and z
due to the physical dimensions of the motion base. Each of the six actuators may extend
to a length of 4.1402 m (13.5833 ft) and retract to a length of 2.6162 m (8.5833 ft). The
amount of available motion in one degree of freedom at any point in time is a function of
the values of the other five degrees of freedom at that time. A motion excursion limit is
reached when the commanded position (x,y,z,ff,0,4_) produces an actuator length
I I
I_il(x,y,z,_,0,q_) (eq. (A7)) which exceeds the rigid actuator length constraints
m) o, x, ,
may be obtained using equation (A7) for the longest and shortest actuator at that time.
For example, to determine the predicted limit for x, j is chosen such that
I_'jl>=]_il (where i=1,6). Fixing the other five degrees of freedom (y,z,_,O,0) totheir
values at that time, equation (A7) can be rewritten as
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APPENDIX A - Concluded
x2 + 2Gjx + Ej = I_j[ 2 (AS)
where
Gj = Gj(_,0,O) (A9)
Ej = Ej(y,z,g/,0,_b) (A10)
x. Setting [_j]Equation (A8)is a simple quadratic in to its maximum length (4. 1402 m
(13.5833 ft)), equation (A8) may be solved to yield the value for x when the longest actua-
tor has reached full extension. Equation (AS) has one positive root and one negative root.
(Because of the motion limitations of the base, the y, z, ¢/, 6, and _ configuration
for which eq. (A8) has two positive roots or two negative roots cannot be achieved.) If
the x velocity is positive, x is increasing in value toward the positive x position
which causes the longest actuator to be fully extended. In this case the positive root is
chosen. Similarly, if the x velocity is negative, the negative root is chosen.
Next, k is chosen so that ]_*kl<l_i[ (where i= 1,6). Equation (A8) is again
used, this time for the shortest actuator _k,
2
X 2 +2ckx+Ek: (All)
By setting _k to its shortest possible extension (2.6162 m (8.5833 ft)) equation (All) may
be solved for x. Again, the solution is chosen that has the same sign as the x velocity.
Thus two predicted values for the maximum available excursion in x may exist,
one based upon the x value when the longest actuator reaches maximum extension, and
one based upon the x value when the shortest actuator reaches minimum extension.
These two values are compared with a standard x limit value and the smallest (in abso-
lute value) of the three is chosen for the x limit.
In some y, z, _h, _, and _ configurations, a real x value may not exist which
drives the longest actuator to full extension or drives the shortest actuator to minimum
extension. In such a case the imaginary solutions obtained are not considered.
The same method is used to predict the limits for y and z.
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APPENDIX B
DETAILED EQUATIONS FOR THE WASHOUT CIRCUIT
The following is a block-by-block listof equations corresponding to figure 4:
Centroid transformation:
R x = Xp + Xp,c
Ry =yp +Yp,c
R z = Zp + Zp, c
fs,x=fx- (q2+r2)Rx+(qaPa-i'a)Ry+(raPa+{ta!Rz
fs,y=fY+(Paqa+i'a)Rx-(p2a)a + r Ry + (raqa-_a_Rz
(p2 fz,c=fz+(paqa-_t_Rx+(qara+_Ry- a+q Rz
Variation about lg:
fs,x = fx,c + g
High-pass filter:
fc_z =
Low-pass filter:
2 _ fc,zkz,lfs,z - 2_z,lWn,z,1 _ fc,z dt - COn,z, 1
f"*c,x = ko,lW2,0fs,x
kz 72
dt dt
- 2_ ", 2 f,6Wn,_fc,x - n,8 c,x
2 f {, 2 •lCVn,_ s,y - 2_bWn,_ c,x - _Vn,$fc,y
2O
Body to inertial
t
fi,x
f ,y
fi,z
Body to inertial
f.*
1,X
APPENDIX B - Continued
transformation, high-frequency components:
= fc,z(COS _ sin 0 cos _ + sin 4> sin _h)
= fc,z(COS _h sin 0 sin _ - sin _ cos _)
= fc,z(COS _ cos e)
transformation, low-frequency components:
=f*_(cos 0 cos _) +f* (sin_h sin 0 cos _- cos _h sin _)
,_,., c,y
- g(cos _ sin 0 cos _ + sin ¢h sin _)
fc,x(COS 0 sin _) + fc,y(Sin _b sin 0 sin _ + cos $ cos _)
- g(cos c_ sin 0 sin _ - sin _b cos _)
Sum of low- and high-frequency components:
= f' f.*fi,x i ,x + 1,x
: f: *fi,y 1,y + fi,y
= f:
fi,z 1,z
Signal-shaping network:
0T kq,T,lkq,T,2f;,x kq,T,1 S f'*l,x de _= + + kq,T,lkq,T, 3
= .k = ,,f*
_T -kp,T,l p,i,z 1,y - kp,T,1 f.* dt _l,y - kp,T,lkp,T,3
= k f"
_T kr,1 r,2 i,z + kr,1 _ f'' +i,z dt kr,lkr,3_f" i,z dt dt
f_ dt dt
1,y
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APPENDIXB - Continued
Inertial to bodytransformation:
pt = _w(COS 0 cos _) + d}w(COS 0 sin g/) - _w(sin 0)
q' = qST(sin qb sin 0 cos _ - cos _ sin _) + 0T(sin 4) sin 8 sin @ + cos O cos _)
+ _T(sin 4) cos 0)
r' = _T(COS (p sin 0 cos _ + sin 4) sin _) + 0T(COS q5 sin 0 sin _ - sin 4) cos _)
+ _T(COS $ cos 0)
Scale airplane angular rates:
p" = kpp a
q = kqq a
r" = krr a
Sum of airplane and tilt rates"
t! vp =p +p
q = q" + q'
r = r" + r'
Transformation to Euler rates:
=p+qsin 4) tan 0+ r cos 4) tan 0
=qcos 4_- r sin
= (q sin 4) + r cos (b)sec 0
22
Angular lead compensation:
APPENDIXB - Concluded
Translational lead compensation:
=x d+Alx d +BlX d
= Yd + A2Yd + B2Yd
=z d+ A3z d+B3z d
Translational washout:
Xd = fi,x - alXd - blXd
Yd = fi,y - a2Yd - b2Yd
Zd = fi,z- a3zd - b3Zd
Limit prediction based on current position:
See appendix A for equations and derivation.
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TABLE I.- PERFORMANCE LIMITS
Degree of
freedom
Horizontal
Lateral y
Vertical z
Yaw
Pitch 0
Roll 0
X
Position
Forward 1.245 m
Aft 1.219 m
Left 1.219 m
Right 1.219 m
Up 0.991 m
Down .762 m
±32 °
+30 °
-20 °
±22 °
Performance limits
Velocity
±0.610 m/sec
±0.610 m/sec
+0.610 m/sec
±15°/sec
±15°/sec
±15°/sec
Acceleration
±0.6g
±0.6g
±0.6g
±50°/sec 2
±50O/sec 2
±50O/sec 2
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TABLE H.- POSITIONLIMITS OF THE OTHERFIVE DEGREESOF FREEDOMFOR
A STATIC POSITIONOF THE SIXTHDEGREEOF FREEDOM
(a) Thehorizontal degreeof freedom x
x static Position limits
position,m
y, m z, m _h,deg O, deg _, deg
1.016 O.7813 O.1351 i0.96 7.65 4.18
-.7813 -.5220 -10.96 -23.52 -4.18
0. 762 1.0196 0.2504 17.40 13.78 7.81
-1.0196 -.7018 -17.40 -31.29 -7.81
0. 508 1. 1676 0.4018 24.06 21.20 12.73
0.254
0.0
-0.254
-0.508
-0.762
-1.016
-1.1676
1.2484
-1.2484
1.3071
-1.3071
1.3449
-1.3449
1.2865
-1.2865
1.2502
-1.2502
0.9411
-.9411
-.8534
0.5977
-.9804
0.8537
-1.0848
0.6792
-.9362
0.5519
-.7610
0.4630
-.5552
0.4082
-.3124
-24.06
30.94
-30.94
38.15
-38.15
31.39
-31.39
23.38
-23.38
15.53
-15.53
-27.55
29.73
-24.56
32.19
-22.39
32.54
-21.09
32.32
-20.72
26.46
-21.44
22.13
-23.56
-12.73
19.54
-19.54
24.03
-24.03
19.61
-19.61
16.24
-16.24
13.81
-13.81
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TABLE II.- POSITIONLIMITS OF THE OTHER FIVE DEGREESOF FREEDOM FOR
A STATIC POSITIONOF THE SIXTHDEGREEOF FREEDOM- Continued
(b) The lateral degree of freedom y
y static
position, m
1.016
0.762
0.508
0.254
0.0
-0.254
-0.508
-0.762
-1.016
X_ m
0.7663
-.9241
1.0345
-1.0919
1.2504
-1.1791
1.3515
-1.2438
1.4935
-1.2873
1.3515
-1.2438
1.2504
-1.1791
1.0345
-1.0919
0.7663
-.9241
Z, In
0.1562
-.3302
0.2670
-.5674
0.4138
-.7686
0.6043
-.9398
0.8537
-1.0848
0.6043
-.9398
0.4138
-.7686
0.2670
-.5674
0.1562
-.3302
Position limits
_, deg
15.16
-21.34
22.73
-28.03
30.79
-33.44
38.15
-38.15
33.44
-30.79
28.03
-22.73
21.34
-15.16
0, deg
16.01
-7.15
22.07
-11.00
27.44
-15.95
32.19
-22.39
27.44
-15.95
22.07
-11.00
16.01
-7.15
_, deg
23.45
-10.88
25.64
-12.89
25.50
-15.77
26.77
-19.49
24.03
-24.03
19.49
-26.77
15.77
-25.50
12.89
-25.64
10.88
-23.45
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TABLE II.- POSITIONLIMITS OF THE OTHER FIVE DEGREESOF FREEDOMFOR
A STATIC POSITIONOF THE SIXTHDEGREEOF FREEDOM- Continued
(c) Thevertical degree of freedom z
z static
position, m
0.762
0.508
0.254
0.0
-0.254
-0.508
-0.762
-1.016
Position limits
x, m y, m @,deg 0, deg 6, deg
O.O828
-.1237
0.3622
-.6213
0.7551
-1.4224
1.4935
-1.2873
1.3277
-1.0711
1.0338
-.8148
0.6668
-.5067
0.1730
-.1229
0.0851
-.0851
0.3741
-.3741
0.7882
-.7882
1.3071
-1.3071
1.0889
-1.0889
0.8298
-.8298
0.5169
-.5169
0.1260
-.1260
2.27
-2.27
9.77
-9.77
19.99
-19.99
38.15
-38.15
32.06
-32.06
23.81
-23.81
14.43
-14.43
4.85
-2.47
28.40
-15.74
32.19
-22.39
23.94
-29.29
16.23
-27.95
10.31
-10.31
17.28
-17.28
24.03
-24.03
25.54
-25.54
17.64
-17.64
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TABLE II.- POSITIONLIMITS OF THE OTHER FIVE DEGREESOF FREEDOMFOR
A STATIC POSITIONOF THE SIXTHDEGREEOF FREEDOM- Continued
(d) Theyaw degreeof freedom
static
position, deg
3O
2O
10
-10
-2O
-3O
Position limits
X_ m
0.2880
-.2977
0.6619
-.6167
1.0551
-.9456
1.4935
-1.2873
1.0551
-.9456
0.6619
-.6167
0.2880
-.2977
y_m
0.2781
-.4290
0.5979
-.8108
0.9428
-1.1610
1.3071
-1.3071
1.1610
-.9428
0.8108
-.5979
0.4290
-.2781
z_m
0.0859
-.3203
0.2537
-.6154
0.5014
-.8694
0.8537
-1.0848
0.5014
-.8694
0.2537
-.6154
0.0859
-.3203
0, deg
25.77
-13.53
32.19
-22.39
25.77
-13.53
O, deg
15.22
-16.28
24.03
-24.03
16.28
-15.22
7.97
-7.99
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TABLE ll.- POSITION LIMITS OF THE OTHER FIVE DEGREES OF FREEDOM FOR
A STATIC POSITION OF THE SIXTH DEGREE OF FREEDOM - Continued
(e) The pitch degree of freedom
0 static
position, deg
3O
2O
10
-10
-2O
X_ m
0.2464
-. 6373
0.5466
-1.3561
0.9119
-1.4224
1. 4935
-1.2873
1.3713
- 1. 1600
1.1176
-1.0503
y, m
0.1209
-.1209
0.5982
-.5982
0.9860
-.9860
1.3071
-1.3071
0.5679
-.5679
0.0861
-.0861
Position limits
z,m
0.2162
-.0655
0.4483
-.3820
0.6645
-.7236
0.8537
- 1.0848
0.4757
-.8839
0.0907
-.6756
_, deg
14.69
-14.69
23.46
-23.46
38.15
-38.15
14.91
-14.91
_, deg
10.96
-10.96
18.38
-18.38
24.03
-24.03
l 27.25
-27.25
21.96
-21.96
3O
TABLE II.- POSITIONLIMITS OF THE OTHER FIVE DEGREESOF FREEDOMFOR
A STATIC POSITIONOF THE SIXTHDEGREEOF FREEDOM- Concluded
(f) The roll degreeof freedom _b
_b static Position limits
position, deg x, m y, m z, m _, deg 6, deg
20 0.2398 1.2568 0.1521 4.40 8.21
-.2289 -.2235 -.4315 -6.68 -21.81
10 0.6393 1.2957 0.5192 16.95 21.50
- 1.0005 - 1.1946 -. 7572 - 17.12 -22.06
0 1.4935 1.3071 0.8537 38.15 32.19
-1.2873 -1.3071 -1.0848 38.15 -22.39
- 10 0.6393 1.1946 0.5192 17.12 21.50
- 1.0005 - 1.2957 -. 7572 - 16.95 -22.06
-20 0.2398 0.2235 0.1521 6.68 8.21
-.2289 -1.2568 -.4315 -4.40 -21.81
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TABLE III.- NEUTRAL-POINT LOCATIONFORMAXIMUM SYMMETRICMOTION
IN EACHINDIVIDUAL DEGREEOF FREEDOM
Degreeoffreedom
0
Z ne ut
m
0.5867
0.5725
0.7087
0.6233
0.7470
0.7475
X, m
1.3175
-1.3167
1.2494
-1.3307
1.4651
-1.1930
1.5423
-1.2807
1.4188
-1.1519
1.4183
-1.1514
y_ nl
1.3371
-1.3371
1.3510
-1.3510
1.2121
-1.2121
1.3005
-1.3005
1.1707
-1.1707
Position limits
z, m _, deg
0.8153 33.99
-1.1234 -33.99
0.7971 32.35
-1.1417 -32.35
0.9695 36.19
-.9695 -36.19
0.8621 39.24
-1.0767 -39.24
1.0175 34.78
-.9213 -34.78
1.0178 34.77
-.9205 -34.77
_, deg
33.48
-21.37
34.11
-20.89
28.35
-25.49
31.90
-22.61
26.80
-26.79
26.78
-26.81
©, deg
23.02
-23.02
22.53
-22.53
27.09
-27.09
24.25
-24.25
28.36
-28.36
28.38
-28.38
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TABLE IV.- NEUTRAL-POINT LOCATION FOR
MAXIMUM SYMMETRIC HEAVE MOTION
WITH A SUSTAINED PITCH ANGLE
O, deg
10
12
Zneut , m
0.6660
0.6523
0.6401
0.6289
z limits, m
0.8039
.8037
0.7496
.7496
0.6939
.6939
0.6383
.6380
kz, 1 Value
0.8
1 0.8
0.7
n,z,1, rad/sec O.7
_,2 2.0 2.0
1.0
1.0
.1, per m (Per ft 0.105 0.032kp, T,2' sec
3.8
3, per See 3.8
0.01 '
0.01
, Per rn (Per ft 0.105 / 0.032
2' sec
3.8 /3.8
0.01 /
0.01
0.0131 0.004
3.8 i 3.8
0.05 0.05
0.14
.3, Per Sec
1' Per m (Per It)
b,2' See
, Per sec
al, rad/sec
, rad/sec
a3, rad/sec
TABLE V.- WASHOUT PARAMETER VALUEs USED IN THE SAMPLE FLIGHTVariable
0.14
0.14
, 0.14
, radflsec 0.14 / 0.14 /
0.01
rad/sec / / 0.01
,rad/sec /0"01 / 0.01 //
o o_ /
m/sec2 (ft/ " I " I 0.01 ,
/sect) /5- / /
.8840
m/Sec2 fit" _" / : /19.3044]
_/_e 2 ' _°_) '5.8840/19-- /
c (ft/Sec2) 7 8 /_' .d044 /
see2 • 453 /25. 7392/
/o /o /
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Simulated 1aircraft
Center of gravity to ]
seat to centroid
transfer mation
1
f
C,Z
Translational
washout
fs.x' fs,y' fs,z
Braki ng
acceleration
Xd' Yd' Zd
Lead ]comp nsation
Preliminary
fi Iters
fi, x' fi. y
i
fc*f*X'C,y
1
Translation and
tilt separation,
false translational
cue elirnination
Velocity and
predicted position
limits
Pa' qa' ra
r
Angular
washout
'r
Lead
compensation
Motion
base
Figure 3.- Block diagram illustrating concept of washout circuitry.
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+ Flight data
- Washout commands
I J I I I I I I P I I I
S 10 LS 20 2S 30 3S 40 4S SO SS 60
Time, sec
-21
-t
U]
o
m 4-
I 1 I I I I I I I I }
s zo Is _0 2s 3o 3S 40 4S So sS 6o
Time, sec
.41
-2
_uO -.0
F ++¢
-.. I I I I "1 I I I I I I J
0 S I0 IS _0 _S 30 35 _0 _IS SO SS 60
Time, sec
Figure 5.- Comparison of flight data with commanded motion cues.
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Figure 5.- Concluded.
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Figure 6.- Comparison of commanded positions and actual base response.
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Figure 7.- Vector relationships for actuator i.
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